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In Florida, Photovoltaic Panels on Your Roof Are Your Best Investment,
along with Electric Vehicles, Energy Storage & Energy Efficiency
Today, in Florida the installed cost of PV on your roof
can be as low as $2.00 per peak Watt. At this price, the
levelised cost of electricity from your roof is almost
one-third the cost from the utility (about 4¢ per kWh
from your roof versus about 11.8¢ per kWh from the
utility). New and Retrofitted Net-Zero Energy Homes
with additional PV for Electric Vehicle use are more
than cost effective today. There are over 20 models
of electric vehicles that are so efficient, that the solar
system on your roof produces electricity at the gasoline
equivalent of $0.27 a gallon. As prices for solar and
EVs continue to decrease, and as range anxiety is
eliminated through 200 mile range EVs, consumer
adoption rates for both technologies will increase
dramatically, resulting in an integration of solar energy,
energy efficient buildings and electric transportation
infrastructure. Will we get out in front and surf the
wave created by the solar and EV tsunami or will we
drown?
Plug-in EVs through Vehicle 2 Grid (V2G) connections
can meet frequency regulation and peak shaving
requirements. Unfortunately, load shifting and backup power require 1000’s of plug-in EVs, while fuel
cell plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (FC-PHEVs)
can participate in all grid services and meet energy
needs with 10’s of FC-PHEVs and tanks. To meet new
demands (EV charging) and address old issues (solar
variability), hydrogen may be employed as an energy
source (fuel cells) or energy sink (electrolysis). Both the
production and consumption of hydrogen may occur
at community levels to support EV charging as well as
meet local energy demands.
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is the author of over 200 publications.

